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Short Description

Elementi Plus Athens Marble Porcelain 30" x 62" Rectangle Fire Table OFP102BW by Elementi

Description

Embrace the warmth of Elementi Plus Athens Marble Porcelain 30" x 62" Rectangle Fire Table (OFP102BW) by
Elementi, where innovation meets indulgence, and luxury takes center stage. Crafted with durability in mind,
the Elementi Plus series are engineered using premium materials such as GFRC, porcelain, stainless steel, and
aluminum plate. Waterproof, fireproof, and resistant to corrosion, these masterpieces are designed to
withstand the harshest weather conditions, ensuring a lifetime of unparalleled performance. With a
staggering heat output of 60,000 BTUs (16 KW), the Elementi Plus series promises a higher dancing flame that
not only keeps you cozy but also sets the perfect ambiance for unforgettable moments under the stars.

Includes

One (1) Elementi Plus Athens Marble Porcelain 30" x62" Rectangle Fire Table OFP102BW
One (1) Bianco White Porcelain Lid ONF06-102BW
One (1) 19.8 lbs. Caribbean Blue Fire Glass
One (1) Canvas Cover

Dimensions

30" W x 62" D x 14" H (247.3 lbs.)
Burner Pan Size: 11.3" W x 41.3" D x 2.2" H
Burner Length: 30"

Features

Elementi Plus fire tables are CSA, CE, and UKCA certified
Handcrafted glass-fiber reinforced concrete fire table frame is sleek, durable, and weather resistant
Marble porcelain fire table top is extra strong and suitable for regular outdoor exposure
Mix and match with other seating to fit your style
Push button spark ignition system allows you to easily control the gas flow of your fire table
Fire Table Output: 60,000 BTUs
No Assembly Required

Warranty

Elementi's warranty covers manufacturing defects; normal wear and tear is not included. With a little bit of
care, your furniture will outlive the warranty for many years.

Elementi offers a 2-year warranty for residential use

Care and Maintenance

Concrete Frame: Concrete is porous and absorbs oils, acids, and chemicals. Clean spills immediately by
rinsing or washing gently by hand using clean water and a soft, nonabrasive cloth and allow to air dry. Avoid
using harsh cleaners, oily or acidic substances, brushes, or power washers, which could damage the finish.

Covers & Storage: When not in use, we recommend using a protective cover with your furniture. During harsh
weather and extreme temperatures, we recommend storing the cushions in a shed or garage and covering
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the frames with protective covers. If you store the frames indoors during the winter, avoid storing them
upside down, which can trap moisture.

About the Manufacturer

At Elementi, beauty reigns supreme. Our signature line of fire tables epitomizes this ethos, where each piece
is a testament to the marriage of form and function. We meticulously select materials that exude natural
splendor, ensuring that every element is inherently striking. Through our innovative process, burners are
transformed into captivating focal points, enhancing any patio or landscape design with their mesmerizing
allure.

But our commitment to excellence doesn't end with aesthetics. Innovation is our lifeblood, and we
continuously push the boundaries of design and technique. Led by a team of dedicated engineers, we
meticulously craft burner systems that are not only visually stunning but also optimized for performance.
From modified burner rings to precise BTU outputs, every detail is carefully calibrated to deliver an
unparalleled flame effect that captivates the senses.

Additional Information

SKU OFP102BW

Brand Elementi

Ships Out Estimate 2 Business Days

Residential Warranty 2 Years

Elementi Plus Athens Marble Porcelain
30" x 62" Rectangle Fire Table
OFP102BW by Elementi

was

$3,849.00 Special
Price

$2,799.00
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